
Hi all, 

Please see attached the results of a meeting with David Law, Fred Schindler and Yair Darshan on June 27-2013 prior the 2
nd

 ad-hoc 

on July 2-2013. The purpose of the meeting is to respond to comments send by Fred Schindler, address them for helping building 

consensus. 

The following are the details changes with their rational. Please review it and if you have issues with it please respond over the 

reflector or discuss it at the next ad-hoc.   

The presentation attached includes the changes marked in blue. 

Yair. 

------------------- 

 Slide 5 last bullet: 

1. To add Objective #14 from 802.3at Objectives for reference. 

2. Was: Not to discuss or imply implementations.  Is: Proposals should not imply implementation. 

 

Slide 6 last bullet: 

Was: To address all above devices in a matrix form and to decide if it needs to be operated or requires 

special treatment. (See slide 10) 

Is: Present the above devices in a matrix form and to determine which required to operate and which 

require special treatment. (See slide 10) 

 

Slide 7  

1.  First bullet: To delete “(was 802.3af PSE/PD)”.  (Rational: Doesn’t exists) 

2.  2
nd

   bullet: To delete “(was 802.3at PSE/PD)”.   (Rational: Doesn’t exists) 

3.  3
rd

 bullet:   

To change the term from: 

 “New 4P PSE/PD” to “4P PSE/PD”.  (Rational: 4P is new anyway. No need for extra word now. At the task force we need to 

find the final term anyway.) 

4. To change the text below last bullet from: 

The above is covered by the Matrix on page 10 whenever a PD may work on 2/4 pairs.  

To:  

Matrix on page 10 will list the compatibility and interoperability of the devices listed above. 

 

Slide 8.  

1. Change slide title from: 

IEEE802.3 Current Specifications regarding simultaneous operation of all 4 pairs.  

To:  

IEEE802.3 PSE requirements covering 4P. (Rational: There is no 4P specifications. There is only requirements that covering 

this issue)  

2. Delete the green marked text and replace it with the following text:   (Rational: The table is sufficient, most of 

the text is not relevant to the table after changes made in the ad-hoc meeting) 

“This ad-hoc is not collecting implementations that that may or may not exist based on IEEE Std 802.3-

2012.” 

3. Delete the comment “(add note – y splitter)” from the table. (Rational: We can’t cover all implementations that 

may or may not be Out Of Scope, It is addressing specific implementation and there are others that we can’t judge which makes 

“out of scope” sufficient )  
 

Slide 9.  

1. Change slide title to: 

IEEE802.3 PD requirements covering 4P. (Rational: There are no 4P specifications. There is only requirements that covering 

this issue)  

2. Add additional column “Required by standard” . This column will cover lines 1-4. Line 5 will be 

covered by “allowed by the standard”  (Rational: The differentiation will help to focus on what use case we must keep 

interoperability and compatibility which is for those cases that are required by the standard   

 

Slides 10-11 

Some editorial changes were made to simplify the table and make it clearer. No effect on the content. 

We didn’t cover these slides last meeting. 


